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Fundamentals of Fire Fighter Skills
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The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) And The International Association
Of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) Are Pleased To Bring You The Second Edition Of Fire Officer:
Principles And Practice, A Modern Integrated Teaching And Learning System For
The Fire Officer I And II Levels. Fire Officers Need To Know How To Make The
Transition From Fire Fighter To Leader. Fire Officer: Principles And Practice, Second
Edition Is Designed To Help Fire Fighters Make A Smooth Transition To Fire Officer.
Covering The Entire Scope Of NFPA 1021, Standard For Fire Officer Professional
Qualifications, 2009 Edition, Fire Officer Combines Current Content With Dynamic
Features And Interactive Technology To Better Support Instructors And Help
Prepare Future Fire Officers For Any Situation That May Arise. Safety Is Principle!
The Second Edition Features A Laser-Like Focus On Fire Fighter Safety. Reducing
Fire Fighter Injuries And Deaths Requires The Dedicated Efforts Of Every Fire
Fighter, Fire Officer, Fire Department, And The Entire Fire Community Working
Together. It Is With This Goal In Mind That We Have Integrated The 16 Firefighter
Life Safety Initiatives Developed By The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation Into
The Text. Likewise, In Each Of The Chapters, Actual National Fire Fighter Near-Miss
Reporting System Cases Are Discussed To Drive Home Safety And The Lessons
Learned From Those Incidents. Some Of The Guiding Principles Added To The New
Edition Include: •Description Of The “Everybody Goes Home” And The National Fire
Fighter Near-Miss Reporting System, Including Over A Dozen Company Officer NearMiss Examples Throughout The Text. •Description Of The IAFC/IAFF Firefighter
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Safety And Deployment Study. •The Latest Fire Fighter Death And Injury Issues As
Reported By The NFPA? National Fallen Firefighters Foundation, IAFC, And IAFF,
Including Results Of A Thirty-Year Retrospective Study. •Changes In Fire-Ground
Accountability And Rapid Intervention Practices. •Results Of National Institute Of
Standards And Technology Research On Wind-Driven Fires, Thermal Imaging
Cameras, And Fire Dynamics As Related To Fire Fighter Survival. •The Latest
Developments In Crew Resource Management. The Second Edition Also Reflects
The Latest Developments In: •Building A Personal Development Plan Through
Education, Training, Self-Development, And Experience, Including A Description Of
The Fire And Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) Program. •The Impact
Of Blogs, Video Sharing, And Social Networks. •How To Budget For A Grant.
•Changes In The National Response Framework And National Incident Management
System. Additional Items Related To Fire Fighter Safety And Health Are Included.

Fire Department Special Operations
Brunacini makes the observation that fire departments more closely resemble cults
or severely dysfunctional families than a regular workforce. He brings the reader
into the closed world of fire station life and the wide range of personalities that a
fire station houses.
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Firefighter Exam
This text deals with the basics of wildland and forest firefighting. It has been totally
revised and is now in full color.

Exam Prep: Hazardous Materials Awareness and Operations
Fire Department Incident Safety Officer
The NIOSH Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards presents information taken from the
NIOSH/OSHA Occupational Health Guidelines for Chemical Hazards, from National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) criteria documents and
Current Intelligence Bulletins, and from recognized references in the fields of
industrial hygiene, occupational medicine, toxicology, and analytical chemistry.
The information is presented in tabular form to provide a quick, convenient source
of information on general industrial hygiene practices. The information in the
Pocket Guide includes chemical structures or formulas, identification codes,
synonyms, exposure limits, chemical and physical properties, incompatibilities and
reactivities, measurement methods, respirator selections, signs and symptoms of
exposure, and procedures for emergency treatment.
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Fire Engineering's Handbook for Firefighter I and II
Designed to thoroughly prepare you for a Fire Department Safety Officer
certification, promotion, or training examination.

Firefighter's Handbook on Wildland Firefighting
B-Shifter: A Firefighter's Memoir
Monday, June 18, 2007. Nine firefighters lost. Many grieving families. An
organization spiraling into crisis. Significant reasons for change.The Sofa Super
Store Fire, one of the nation's deadliest incidents for firefighters since 9/11,
marked the beginning of change. Change for people and the global landscape of
emergency services. But how, specifically, did an emergency services organization
in South Carolina learn at the individual, team, and organizational levels following
this tragedy, and consequently, institute the needed changes for organizational
development?After more than three years of in-depth research, Dr. David Griffin,
the engineer on the first due engine of the Sofa Super Store Fire, studies how
organizational processes and employee behaviors changed following this multiple
line of duty death incident. The study centered on firefighters who officially
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responded on June 18, 2007 to the deadly Sofa Super Store Fire in Charleston, SC.
This is a scientific research study, not a story. Change did come. Find out how the
concept of organizational learning led to the changes, and how you can institute
this powerful concept in your organization. This study will save lives.A portion of all
proceeds will benefit The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation.Visit
drdavidgriffin.com for more information.

Fire Fighter I and II
The Second Edition of Exam Prep: Fire Department Apparatus Driver/Operator is
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a Driver/Operator certification, promotion,
or training examination by including the same type of multiple-choice questions
you are likely to encounter on the actual exam. To help improve examination
scores, this preparation guide follows Performance Training Systems, Inc.’s
Systematic Approach to Examination Preparation. Exam Prep: Fire Apparatus
Driver Operator, Second Edition is written by fire personnel explicitly for fire
personnel, and all content has been verified with the latest reference materials and
by a technical review committee. Benefits of the Systematic Approach to
Examination Preparation include: Emphasizing areas of weakness Providing
immediate feedback Learning material through context and association Exam Prep:
Fire Department Apparatus Driver/Operator, Second Edition includes: Fire
Apparatus Driver/Operator practice examinations Self-scoring guide with page
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references for further study Winning test-taking tips and helpful hints Coverage of
NFPA 1002, Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications, 2009
Edition

Strategy of Firefighting
FSTA NEW Editions Streamline Driver/Operator Training The new editions of these
bestselling IFSTA fire apparatus driver/operator training materials mark a new
approach to training driver/operators. Previously, IFSTA published two separate
manuals with student and instructor support materials: Pumping Apparatus
Driver/Operator Handbook and Aerial Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook. Fire
departments with both types of apparatus needed two manuals, two curriculum
and driver/operator trainees needed two exam preps to study for tests. The release
of the 3rd edition of these manuals streamlines the IFSTA training resources. The
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd Edition covers pumping
apparatus only, the second book in the pair, Pumping and Aerial Apparatus
Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd Editioncontains the same 15 chapters as the
pumping apparatus textbook, plus an additional 5 chapters relevant to aerial
apparatus. Personnel on departments that operate both types of apparatus now
only need one manual and one curriculum for training. Students only need one
exam prep to prepare for testing. If a fire department does not use aerial
apparatus, they use the Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd Edition
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and omit the aerial sections of the curriculum and exam prep which include all 20
chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 are especially beneficial for all driver/operators:
Inspection and Maintenance and Safety and Operating Emergency Vehicles.
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd edition Skill Sheets now
included in the manual Key Terms added The new Fire Apparatus Manufacturer's
Association (FAMA) standardized safety signs for fire apparatus are highlighted
Hydraulic calculations presented in a logical sequence making teaching and
learning easier Customary and metric calculations in one chapter NEW case
histories introduce each chapter NFPA® 1002 JPR Correlation Matrix Arabic edition
of Pumping Apparatus Driver/ Operator Handbook, 3rd Edition now available.
Visithttp://www.afssac.edu.sa/arhome/arabic.pado for ordering instructions.

In Honor of the Charleston 9
Firefighter Job Performance Requirements
The Second Edition of Exam Prep: Hazardous Materials Awareness and Operations
is designed to thoroughly prepare you for a Hazardous Materials certification,
promotion, or training examination by including the same type of multiple-choice
questions you are likely to encounter on the actual exam. To help improve
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examination scores, this preparation guide follows Performance Training Systems,
Inc.'s Systematic Approach to Examination Preparation. Exam Prep: Hazardous
Materials Awareness and Operations is written by fire personnel explicitly for fire
personnel, and all content has been verified with the latest reference materials and
by a technical review committee. Your exam performance will improve after using
this system!

Fire and Emergency Services Instructor
The third edition of Fire Department Incident Safety Officer has been thoroughly
updated to cover the latest trends, information, and best-practices needed by
current and aspiring Incident Safety Officers (ISO’s). Developed in partnership with
the Fire Department Safety Officer’s Association and based on the 2015 Edition of
NFPA 1521, Standard for Fire Department Safety Officer Professional Qualifications,
this authoritative resource focuses uniquely on the roles, responsibilities, and
duties for fire service officers assigned to the incident command staff position of
safety officer. From smoke reading to alternative energy sources to green
construction buildings, Fire Department Incident Safety Officer, Third Edition is
loaded with up-to-date information needed to keep fire department members safe,
including: A new chapter dedicated to the Incident Safety Officer at Training Drills
and Special Events Entire chapters devoted to important topics like reading smoke,
reading buildings,
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Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam Preparation Book
No Time for Playing Cards
Nfpa 1021
This is a "how to" book written by a "know how" person for anyone who practices
firefighting strategy. Deputy Chief Vincent Dunn is passing on to the next
generation of firefighters the lessons ("strategy summaries") he learned from his
years of firefighting experience. He describes firefighting strategies for the most
common types of fire scenarios and identifies specific firefighting problems
presented to an incident commander by occupancy and construction type. More
importantly, he explains firefighting solutions and offers firefighting plans,
standard procedures, action plans, ideas, guidelines, explanations, key steps, and
systems of firefighting procedures. This book is not about tactics. It's about
strategy - plans of firefighting, logical ways to solve problems at fires.

Fire Officer's Handbook of Tactics
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Kirk's Fire Investigation
Ray Downey wrote the first edition of The Rescue Company in the early 1990s.
Building on Downey's legacy, John Norman has written Fire Department Special
Operations to take into consideration the earth-shattering events, funding
increases, research advances, expanded capabilities, and changes in regulations
and standards that have widened the knowledge gap since the publication of Chief
Downey's book. Fire Department Special Operations is an excellent guide for
agencies and individuals in establishing, staffing, operating, and maintaining heavy
rescue units in the many forms they may take. It is also an ideal training resource
for the officers and individuals assigned the duties that a rescue firefighter must
accomplish.

Firefighter Functional Fitness
Fire and Emergency Services Safety & Survival
Designed to reinforce the hands-on skills required in Firefighter I & II training, this
interactive CD-ROM takes classroom training to a new level. With gaming-quality
animations that present realism and detail, this CD outlines the Job Performance
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Requirements (JPRs) required by NFPA Standard 1001 and introduced in the
Firefighter's Handbook: Essentials of Firefighting & Emergency Response, 2E. A
flexible format allows the CD to be used by an individual firefighter candidate as a
learning tool, a firefighter for monthly training, or by an instructor to incorporate
into classroom Powerpoint™ or other presentations.

Hazardous Materials Technician
Make sure that you have the training and certification needed to provide the best
risk reduction to your community. Reducing community risk requires trained
individuals to verify that a locality adheres to locally adopted fire and life-safety
standards for structural safety components in construction and renovations. Fire
Inspection and Code Enforcement, 8th Edition, provides fire and emergency
services personnel and civilian inspectors with the basic information necessary to
meet the job performance requirements (JPRs) of NFPA® 1031 for Level I and Level
II Fire Inspectors. Chapters are delineated with two clearly marked sections: the
first section for Level I information followed by a second section for Level II
information. Arabic edition of Arabic edition of Fire Inspection and code
Enforcement Handbook, 8th Edition now available.
Visithttp://www.afssac.edu.sa/arhome/FICE-8-AR for ordering instructions.
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2004 emergency response guidebook
Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator
John Norman has updated his best-selling book, a guide for the firefighter and fire
officer who, having learned the basic mechanics of the trade, are looking for
specific methods for handling specific situations. In this new fourth edition, readers
will find a new chapter on lightweight construction, a new chapter on electrical
fires and emergencies, updates to many chapters including such topics as winddriven fires, and many new illustrations.

Fire Officer
Boot Basics
Guaranteed Top Scores on Your Firefighter's Exam! Want to be a firefighter? Do
you know what is involved in taking the exam? Don't take a chance at failing a test
you could ace--learn from the expert, Norman Hall. For more than a decade,
Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam Preparation Book has been the #1 test preparation
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book for prospective firefighters. Back by popular demand, Norman Hall has
completely updated and revised this hugely successful book for this second
edition, presenting new tips and time-tested methods for attaining the highest
scores. Practice your skills using features such as tips on how to pass the physical
requirements, practice exams with answer keys, memory aids to help you master
the recall test, tables for self-scoring, insights on what a career in firefighting
entails, and a discussion of the final interview. Use Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam
Preparation Book, 2nd Edition to study hard and score at the top!

Niosh Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards
Firefighter Functional Fitness is the essential guide to optimal firefighter
performance and longevity. It provides all firefighters with the knowledge, mindset,
and tools to:Maximize their fire ground performance Reduce their risk of injury and
experiencing a line-of-duty deathLive a long, healthy career and
retirementDesigned for firefighters by firefighters, this book shares the The 4
Pillars of Firefighter Functional Fitness: Physical FitnessRecovery and
RestHydrationNutrition and LifestyleIt also reveals the The Big 8 concept, which
includes over 100 photos and descriptions of functional exercises, movements, and
stretches that are specifically designed to enhance firefighter performance. The
Workout Programming chapter gives firefighters numerous options for putting The
Big 8 into action, taking into account all levels of fitness. Additionally, each chapter
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provides practical action steps for both immediate improvement and long-term
success.Must-read bonus chapters include:The Importance of Annual Medical
EvaluationsAn Analysis of the Fire Service's Cardiovascular EpidemicFirefighter
Physical Agility AssessmentsAddressing Organizational Barriers to
FitnessFrequently Asked QuestionsAlarmingly, over the past 10 years, the fire
service has suffered more than 1,000 line-of-duty deaths. Unfortunately, over 50%
of these LODDs were attributed to heart attacks, strokes, and other medical
causes. Firefighter Functional Fitness attacks these statistics by providing all
firefighters with the tools needed to combat this epidemic.Firefighter Functional
Fitness brings together the authors' combined 40+ years of fire service experience
and decades of utilizing functional fitness principles. The result is an invaluable
resource with the vital tools and knowledge that firefighters desperately need to
not only enjoy a healthy and productive career, but also benefit with a healthy
retirement.

Emergency response to terrorism self-study
"Apply the 2014 NFPA 1021 Standard to ensure fire officers are ready to take
command! New technologies, operating procedures, information management
strategies, and many other factors impact today's fire service leaders. Fire officers
must be prepared to address multiple challenges on the fireground, at the station,
and in the community. Make sure personnel are ready to take command with up-toPage 15/23
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date Job Performance Requirements (JPRs) in the 2014 NFPA 1021: Standard for
Fire Officer Professional Qualifications. NFPA 1021 specifically identifies four levels
of progression: Fire Officer Level I (supervisory); Fire Officer Level II (supervisory
and managerial); Fire Officer Level III (managerial/administrative); Fire Officer
Level IV (administrative)." -- provided by publisher.

Patient Assessment Practice Scenarios
Test-preparation guide helps individuals achieve top exam scores to qualify for a
career as a firefighter. Offers targeted practice on crucial verbal, math, table,
memory, map reading, and logic questions, as well as advice for optimum physical
and mental preparation. Includes a detailed, realistic study plan, insider's advice
on the physical fitness test and the oral interview.

Essentials of Fire Fighting
Why do we continue to see similar firefighter injuries and line-of-duty deaths
(LODDs) repeated each year? We often respond with technical solutions, such as
more SOGs, safety lists, and studying more strategies and tactics. But are there
greater depths of technical knowledge in our profession that can make firefighting
significantly safer? Does it also help to look at the human side of our profession?
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Other high-risk, high-consequence industries have reduced injuries and LODDs by
60%–80% just by focusing on human factors and performance. Turning your
department into a higher reliability organization starts with building a learning
culture and teaching firefighters to ask “why?” Authors Dane Carley and Craig
Nelson have a passion for helping people and departments in the fire and
emergency services become successful. The techniques, methods, and processes
in this book are based their own research and data as well as studies from many
other professions and industries interested in being the best. Readers will learn
how to: • Measure for and demonstrate leadership • Focus solutions on human
performance • Build resilient departments • Most importantly, reduce firefighter
injuries and LODDs

Fire and Emergency Services Safety Officer
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook
At head of title: International Association of Fire Chiefs.

Firemanship
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Boot Basics is a concise, general explanation of what a firefighter needs to know to
begin a lifelong career in the fire service. Boot Basics provides the all-important
overview of the fire service allowing you to acclimate to the demands and rigors of
the profession. Chapter by chapter, quiz and answers, Boot Basics gets you to
where you want to go.

Exam Prep
Text only. This product does NOT include a MyFireKit Access Code Card. To
purchase the text with a MyFireKit Access Code Card, please use ISBN:
0-13-283000-0 Organized into 17 chapters with completely updated color
photographs and accompanied by supporting appendices, this seventh edition,
written to the FESHE curriculum, instructs the reader on the skills needed in fire
investigation, delving into topics such as fire-related deaths and injuries, fire
behavior and sources of ignition. Remaining true to Professor Paul L. Kirk's intent,
this best-selling text presents a broad-based look at the entire fire investigation
process, from evaluating a fire scene to writing reports and providing testimony.
An international database as offered by fire and explosion investigators, scientists,
and engineers from all over the world is also reflected in the seventh edition,
including revised material on ignition, fire dynamics, and case examples while
showcasing a multitude of latest research, color photographs and artwork.
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NFPA 1001 Standard for Fire Fighter Professional
Qualifications
Patient assessment may be the most challenging subject for EMS students to
grasp, and there never seems to be enough time in the classroom for practice.
Patient Assessment Practice Scenarios allows students to fine-tune their
understanding of the patient assessment process. This BLS- and ALS-level text
includes 150 EMS practice scenarios (75 trauma and 75 medical) that focus on the
assessment process as dictated by the National Registry medical assessment and
trauma assessment skill sheets. Each case is a script of an emergency call. The
student and proctor (who may or may not be an instructor) may read through the
case for rote practice of the assessment process, or the student may verbally work
through the assessment process, with cues from the book read by the proctor.
Cases may also be used as homework, in the classroom, or for self-study! This
book is for BLS or ALS students who want to successfully learn patient assessment
inside and out before actually working in the field, and any EMS provider who
wants to refresh his or her assessment skills.

NFPA 1 Fire Code 2018
This second edition of Fire Service Pump Operator has been thoroughly updated to
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serve as a complete training solution that addresses pump operation, safe driving
techniques, tiller and aerial apparatus operation, and water supply considerations.
From basic apparatus maintenance to fire pump theory and advanced hydraulic
calculations, this single manual covers everything a fire service driver/operator
needs to know. Fire Service Pump Operator: Pump, Aerial, Tiller, and Mobile Water
Supply, Second Edition meets and exceeds the job performance requirements of
Chapters 4, 5, and 10 of NFPA 1002, Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional
Qualifications, 2014 Edition. It also addresses all of the course outcomes from the
National Fire Academy’s Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE)
Associates (Core) Fire Protection Hydraulics and Water Supply course.

Fire and Emergency Services Company Officer
This new IFSTA manual details the training required of Company Officers according
to NFPA® 1021, Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications, 2014 Edition.
The manual is divided into two sections to make a clear distinction between the
information needed for Fire Officer Level I and Fire Officer Level II. Both print and
eBook formats are available. There is no shortage of issues that a company officer
might face in the everyday operation of a fire company or unit. This manual
addresses the wide range of topics and issues encountered by a company officer,
from leadership and supervision to health and safety issues. Great attention was
given to focus on the job performance requirements of NFPA® 1021. The fifth
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edition of Fire and Emergency Services Company Officer builds on the previous
edition of the manual while presenting the material in a more concise manner to
make it easier for students to read and instructors to teach. By merging related
topics, the number of chapters was reduced from 32 in the fourth edition to 17 in
the new manual while preserving the material related to the NFPA® standard. The
number of appendices was reduced from 20 to 4 by removing information that can
be found in other media. Along with reducing the volume of material from the
fourth edition, the fifth edition of Fire and Emergency Services Company Officer
offers several new features. The manual features a new look with IFSTA’s singlecolumn format and upgraded and updated curriculum components. Learning
activities are included to help instructors present the material to their students.
Case Histories open each chapter to illustrate important lessons learned in the real
world. Photographs, illustrations, and tables are included throughout the manual to
illustrate key points and improve the overall instructional value of the material.

Fire Inspection and Code Enforcement
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
Written with both students and career fire service professionals in mind, Fire and
Emergency Services Safety and Survival incorporates the FESHE guidelines and
outcomes for the Principles of Fire and Emergency Services Safety and Survival
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course Modern solutions, procedures, and recommendations that put safety first
The Fire service has long been considered a profession plagued with a history of
unavoidable tragedy. As the number of line-of-duty deaths and injuries continues
to be staggering year after year, Fire and Emergency Services Safety and Survival
exposes the false mentality of “doing whatever it takes” and provides solutions for
both the individual and fire department. Built around the 16 Life Safety Initiatives
developed by the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation, each chapter is written
by a contributor with extensive expertise on the topic, incorporates FESHE and
NFPA references guidelines, and helps readers understand how to execute
procedures and recommendations for putting safety first. Filled with modern
solutions, attainable goals, and real-life examples, the text asks each reader to
challenge the existing attitudes toward safety and commit to making a change.

Exam Prep
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